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Exchange Programs
Series 252 Servovalves

Fast, high-quality replacement

Servovalve performance is critical to the 
efficiency of your lab and the quality of 
your test results. With proper care, 
servovalves can last for several years. 
Eventually, however, normal wear will 
affect performance. As servovalves 
approach end of life, test professionals 
need a fast, convenient and cost-effective 
way to replace them. To help ensure rapid, 
high-quality replacement, MTS offers a 
streamlined exchange program for MTS 
Series 252 Servovalves.

This simple program makes it easy to 
acquire a remanufactured, tested and fully 
warranted replacement servovalve in 
exchange for a used valve core. The MTS 
Servovalve Exchange Program provides 

next-business-day delivery for a like-new 
servovalve, enabling you to restore test 
system performance and regain productivity 
quickly, at a more affordable price.

Lab and facility managers can use the MTS 
Servovalve Exchange Program to take a 
proactive approach to maintaining the 
reliability of test equipment and the 
availability of the lab. MTS can help you 
create a replacement plan that reduces the 
risk of unscheduled downtime and aligns 
with your test schedule to minimize 
interruption. This planned approach not 
only allows labs to operate with confidence, 
it allows managers to make room in the 
budget for servovalve replacement and 
minimizes the potential for costly surprises.
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Powerful advantages

 » Good-as-new servovalve performance

 » Significantly lower replacement cost

 » Next-business-day delivery 
(Monday through Friday)

 » 12-month warranty

 » Stringent remanufacturing 
specifications

 » Convenient return carton and label
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Fast, convenient process

Exchanging a servovalve through this 
program is simple, fast and easy. We 
supply a return carton and label with the 
replacement valve. Just place your used 
valve core in the carton, apply the label 
and return it within 30 days of your order 
to receive full credit.

Stringent quality standards

Exchange servovalves are remanufactured 
according to stringent MTS standards. 
These specifications incorporate the latest 
product revision levels where applicable. 
As a result, you can expect good-as-new 
servovalve performance for much less than 
the cost of a new servovalve.

Compatibility and exceptions

MTS can help determine the compatibility 
required for servovalve exchange, as well as 
make sure a functional replacement is the 
best solution. However, some products/
exchanges are not supported. Please check 
with your MTS representative for more 
details about exceptions.

Preventing premature wear

If servovalves are wearing faster than 
expected, you may want to consider one 
of the Fluid Assessment options from 
MTS. The monitoring of hydraulic fluid 
contaminants and chemical composition 
can provide the information needed to 
determine the causes of premature wear 
or failure.

Complete service solutions

In addition to designing innovative test 
equipment, MTS offers a full complement 
of service solutions. Every day, we 
collaborate with customers to solve a 
wide range of testing and lab operation 
challenges through high-quality service 
and support.

After decades of experience creating 
service solutions for all kinds of customers 
in many different industries worldwide, 
MTS understands the best practices that 
are essential to successful testing. We have 
also gained unique insight into how lab 
priorities are shifting in light of smaller 
budgets, faster product development 
cycles, and corresponding pressures to 
reduce cost and save time.

Test operations can be unpredictable, so 
managing them will require some amount 
of reaction to unexpected circumstances. 
But a purely reactive approach does not 
work well when lab schedules become 
increasingly shorter, tighter and less 
flexible. To keep product development  
on track, the most successful labs are 
implementing proactive strategies to 
minimize unplanned downtime.

Exchange programs are one part of this 
approach. MTS also offers a wide range of 
service solutions designed to help you 
maximize testing effectiveness. We look at 
your equipment, your lab and your test 
program to see where we can add value 
and help meet specific objectives. Contact 
us today to optimize your testing operations 
with MTS service solutions.


